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Inviting New Worlds, Tuning to New Voices:
A Post-9/11 Meditation on “Where Do We Go
From Here?”
By Rhonda V. Magee1
I. INTRODUCTION
As ink strikes letters to this page, young Americans—mostly men—lurk
in the streets of towns with names like Mosul and Fallujah in a place called
Iraq, guns nervously poised to deliver death. Five years ago, neither the
young coalition soldiers scanning the apartments and school buildings in
desert fatigues, nor the “insurgents” who would do them harm, could have
imagined themselves simultaneously on both ends of an automatic weapon.
And yet, there, at this moment, they are.
Thousands of miles and a cell phone call away, an unusually attractive
newsreader on CNN announces the killing of two additional “American
soldiers”—young men who only hours before had names, hangnails, and emails to return—bringing the total to more than fifteen hundred killed,2 with
over eleven thousand seriously wounded.3 It is hard to determine the
numbers of wounded and killed on the Iraqi and insurgent side since the war
began, but estimates exceeding one hundred thousand men, women, and
children have not been convincingly disputed.4
The United States is engaged in a war against a people who have done us
no harm, for reasons a great number of Americans either do not understand
or do not support. It is our most recent contribution to the ongoing human
cycle of war and violence, violence and war. This is, in part, what the
West’s engagement with the Muslim world since 9/11 looks like to me on
this day. Yet, this is a time for reflection rather than despair. As explored
in the following few pages, the West’s contemporary encounter with the
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fundamentalist Islamic world may well have an important role to play in the
liberation of oppressed people here and abroad.
The purpose of this essay is twofold. The first purpose is theoretical: in
an effort to advance the development of alternative critical jurisprudential
approaches—with a view toward incorporating a dimension of progressive
spirituality—I will compare, contrast, and explore the connections between
liberation theology and my own recently proposed, post-subordinationist5
jurisprudential doctrine, “humanity consciousness.”6 The second purpose is
to use these alternative theoretical lenses to evaluate the United States’
military response to the threat posed by Middle Eastern Islamic terrorists.
In this article, I consider the utility of liberation theology and humanity
consciousness as alternative sources of jurisprudence. I present a
preliminary application of these concepts in a critical reconsideration of the
basic question of whether our policies toward Iraq, and the many others
deemed our enemies in the perpetual war on terror, are just. Liberation
theology and humanity consciousness bring to the critique of law and
foreign policy what other alternative jurisprudential theories such as critical
legal studies,7 critical race theory,8 and Latino Critical Theory (LatCrit)9 do
not: a specific appeal to spirituality as a progressive force of social change,
which—when linked with critically informed advocacy—can result in
deeply meaningful transformations within individuals that lead to
meaningful changes within the law. Liberation theology and humanity
consciousness approach the problem of human suffering from the point of
view of the full human being and its immanently spiritual core; hence, they
offer alternatives to more traditional critical approaches—alternatives that
are more likely to inspire profound systematic change.
Section II lays a foundation for the discussion of these complex ideas
with a brief discussion of their intellectual history. Section III applies the
principles of humanity consciousness and liberation theology to evaluate
U.S. policy governing Iraq’s “postwar” reconstruction. Section IV
introduces the phrase “liberation jurisprudence” to capture the
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jurisprudential aspect of the humanity consciousness approach. The section
concludes with a call to each of us to continue the work suggested herein
and to use liberation theology, humanity consciousness, liberation
jurisprudence, or other sources of inspiration to incorporate spiritually
informed progressive philosophies into teaching, practice, and advocacy.

II. A BIT OF INTELLECTUAL HISTORY
In this section, I briefly discuss my development of the “humanity
consciousness” doctrine through engagement with the approaches to critical
legal theory that were dominant in the late 1990s. I then discuss the
similarities between humanity consciousness and approaches that are more
specifically grounded in theology. Along the way, I hope to answer the
question with which even I have struggled: “What is a traditionally trained
law professor like me doing with a topic like this?”
Perhaps as important as anything I might offer below is what my
willingness to consider liberation theology as a possible jurisprudential
guide says about the limitations of traditional liberal legal discourse and
practice, and also of “traditional” critical discourses. To date, critical legal
approaches have failed to capture adequately what I take to be the core
issues and injuries at the heart of systematized oppression—based on race,
gender, disability, sexual orientation, class, and/or a host of other factors—
in the United States and the world. These approaches have failed because,
by and large, they have not taken seriously the implications of the
spirituality of the human being.
The ideas that we originate or accept as true are generally those that
resonate with our personal experience, and my ideas are certainly no
exception. As a child of the black Christian South, I have long been
convinced that the nonmaterial (or spiritual) component of our humanity is
essential to human existence. On the other hand, like many people who are
deeply concerned about both the obvious and the subtle oppressions of our
time, I am imbued with what I consider to be an essential skepticism of
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organized religion, as well as a keen awareness of its ever-present potential
to be harnessed to political programs that infringe upon civil liberties and
suppress human freedoms. Any discussion of religion as a force for
positive transformation in the world must reckon deeply with its
simultaneously counter-revolutionary potential and its historical operation
in service of oppression. Skepticism of religion—and its use in the service
of the power of the law—has been a key component of Western intellectual
inquiry at least since the Enlightenment, and I do not propose to forsake
such skepticism now. And I agree with Cornel West—not only a leading
philosopher but also a self-professed Christian—that “all forms of prophetic
religion must be linked in some sense with a set of analytical tools.”10
My skepticism of organized religion has not led me to write off religious
or spiritually informed understandings of human experience and moral
imperatives as potentially important sources of guidance toward a
jurisprudence of social justice. My skepticism has not led me to doubt the
basic spiritual aspects of the human condition, those aspects through which
we experience ourselves—even if only occasionally—and identify with one
another in ways that transcend race, sex, and other forms of social
differentiation and identification. To the contrary, in analyzing the law and
its consequences, I have consistently emphasized the human capacity for
immanent (i.e., spiritual) mutual recognition and communion as the central
aspect of human existence. And accepting and seeking better to understand
our spiritual natures is central to any quest for a better fit between the law,
conditions of oppression, and justice.
My experience of Southern Christian religion and its place in the poor
black community in which I was raised suggests the value of reflecting on
the role of religion in shaping our moral universe.11 I was born in Kinston,
North Carolina, among the working poor in a segregated industrial town. I
spent many of my earliest years at the knee of my maternal grandmother,
Nan Suggs. GranNan was a full-time housekeeper for a white family. She
was also a minister in the Holiness sect of the Christian fundamentalist
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tradition. She had been called to the ministry and had begun preaching with
no formal training. She never had a church of her own and only rarely
presided over services in the community.
The most important religious lessons that I learned from GranNan were
also the most basic: that despite a life and death characterized by
oppression, Christ loved all and saw all as part of one family; that Christ
recognized and spoke out against injustice, but forgave all; and that we must
live our lives as Christ would have—doing unto others as we would have
them do unto us, and tending to the needs of the poor, sick, and oppressed
amongst us. She would say that all the people of the world were one family
despite apparent differences in skin color, station, and the like. Although I
early on rejected the institutions of religion and church—as man-made
artifices between our deepest souls and this higher or universal power—
these basic principles, and the model of Christ’s loving response on behalf
of the oppressed, have formed the basis of my own moral philosophy.12
Indeed, simple homilies such as those repeated by my GranNan contain the
seeds of a moral philosophy upon which we might base a jurisprudence of
social justice, not unlike those demonstrated by Gandhi13 and Martin Luther
King Jr.14
Still, and even though I came to the study of law with an interdisciplinary
sensibility, looking explicitly to theology to help broaden the critique of law
is something I could not have imagined when I began my work in legal
academia. I quickly became disillusioned, and at times outraged, at the
relatively closed approaches to the study of law encouraged by the usual
class discussions. At the law school that I attended, located in the southern
United States, I was confounded by the lack of engagement with the history
and contemporary implications of structured, legally sanctioned exploitation
that included state-sponsored slavery and Jim Crow laws. Fortunately,
through my own research, I discovered critical race theory (CRT) and began
to apply it to my emerging critique of the law.15
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My first scholarly publication—an early exploration of the jurisprudential
basis for African American reparations—was an effort to encourage what I
believe will be a necessary and critical reckoning with the lingering
implications of slavery in mainstream legal doctrine, in legal scholarship,
and in the transfer of power through legal education.16 Over the years since
my embrace of CRT, notwithstanding its centrality in my development and
survival as a law student, I have grown somewhat disillusioned with the
limited vision of even CRT’s expansive theoretical and practical reformist
project. CRT and its fabulous offspring17 have succeeded in creating
oppositional discursive space within mainstream law schools and legal
journals, and they have helped to identify and elucidate interlocking
systems of oppression. CRT’s value is not to be underappreciated. And
yet, CRT and related discourses, it seems, have ultimately failed to
articulate a specific method for getting to the heart and roots of
systematized injustice in this country and the world. CRT has failed to
elaborate on the full consequences of systemized injustice for the whole
human being, to dismantle the material and structural systems that support
this systemized injustice, and to articulate a guide for where we need to go.
Indeed, Francisco Valdes, one of the founders of the LatCrit movement,18
alludes to the dilemma of which I speak in his essay titled Outsider
Scholars, Legal Theory & OutCrit Perspectivity: Post-Subordination Vision
as Jurisprudential Method.19 He calls on scholars in the critical traditions
to focus more attention on a positive vision for a post-subordinationist
world and to articulate that vision as a jurisprudence that might guide the
development of a broader theory of social justice.20 Professor Valdes all but
concedes the limitations of the traditional critical approaches as guides for
the future. This suggests an awareness, even within the critical legal
community, of the importance of the effort in which I continue to be
engaged to this day—an effort to articulate a vision that brings together
what we have learned from a thorough study of the social histories of the
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variously racialized groups in America and their intersections with the law
and build from these insights a vision of justice for all humankind.
The central postulates of my alternative jurisprudential project are (1)
that those in power have used different methods to exploit consistently and
economically various racial and other subordinated groups;21 and (2) that
these practices, in various ways legitimated by the law, fundamentally
contradict our country’s ultimate pre-Constitutional commitment to a
government designed to protect the dignity of human beings.22 Indeed,
these practices have been emblematic of an approach to the human being as
subject and object of law, which in its main philosophical underpinnings
and doctrinal applications substantially ignores human spirituality.
In the interest of developing a clear postracist, and ultimately, postsubordinationist vision for U.S. law—one that takes into account our
fundamentally spiritual natures—I took a closer look at the provision in the
Constitution that holds the most promise in leading the way: the Fourteenth
Amendment. I studied the perspectives fueling the dominant competing
interpretations of the Fourteenth Amendment and noted the flaws in both
race-conscious and colorblind approaches to the Fourteenth Amendment.23
I also sought to develop an alternative approach that might bridge the
divide.
The effort to bridge the divide between colorblind and race-conscious
approaches to law and social justice policy is fundamentally a call to a
deeper struggle between the complexities of racial identity, racial and
cultural hegemony, and the ultimate nature of human existence. It is a call
upon us to develop the capacity, available to all human beings, to hold dual
or multiple views about the nature of “who we really are.” In response to
that call, I began to articulate a jurisprudence based on a postsubordinationist vision that prioritizes human dignity towards all, and I
christened this jurisprudence “humanity consciousness.”24 As a means of
moving away from the race-conscious versus colorblind stalemate in which
we have so often found ourselves trapped, I called for a dual race- and
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humanity-consciousness approach to racial remedies law.25 This dual
approach asks that we explicitly endeavor to hold two realities in our heads
as we think about the direction in which the law should move to achieve
racial justice: (1) the reality of particular forms and experiences of presentday racism and cultural chauvinism and their historical legacies, and (2) the
reality of our universal and transcendent common humanity.
Noting the connection between these nascent ideas and spiritually
informed existentialist philosophies, I began to incorporate insights from
these discourses as well into the humanity consciousness doctrine.26 I
discovered the recent work of former critical legal scholars such as Peter
Gabel, which affirmed and deepened my sense of the spiritual vacuum at
the heart of most progressive critiques today.27 It is against this background
of a developing body of spiritually informed, existentially grounded
alternative jurisprudential work that I consider the potential for liberation
theology (discussed more fully below)28 to assist in divining concrete new
approaches to thinking about and doing social justice work.
In short, I situate my consideration of liberation theology within a larger
project, the goal of which is to infuse mainstream and critical legal
discourse with a deeper appreciation for (1) human dignity,29 (2) the larger
arc of the development of humanity consciousness and its implications for
legal doctrine,30 and (3) nonmarket values (love, compassion, etc.)31
reflective of the reality and aspirations of the full human being, including its
spiritual dimension. I approach the intersection of law and liberation
theology with a skeptical and paradoxical curiosity: I am simultaneously
committed to both the liberal legal principle of the separation of church and
state and a reconstructed notion of the human being qua legal subject that
utterly rejects the false dichotomy between something called “church” and
something called “state,” in real-life human experience. A consideration of
liberation theology is useful, therefore, as part of a larger project of
answering the central question underlying nearly all of my work: What
vision—of humanity, of human injury, of human freedom, of law—would
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best guide the development of jurisprudence in the post-subordinationist
world we are seeking to create?

III. HUMANITY CONSCIOUSNESS, LIBERATION THEOLOGY, AND THE
AFFINITY BETWEEN THE TWO
A. What Is Humanity Consciousness?
Humanity consciousness is a postracist, post-subordinationist
jurisprudential perspective and method. Its central point of departure is an
awareness of the role of the law in legitimating human suffering. It broadly
reconceives of the human being as fundamentally oriented toward love and
focuses on the essential existential aspects of the human being—the respect
and esteem for which I seek to capture using the phrase “human dignity.”32
Its central and unyielding demand is for U.S. law and public policy to
support and affirm the dignitary interests of human beings and their ultimate
freedom and development.33
As indicated above, my development of humanity consciousness arose
out of deep consideration of oppression under U.S. law. The central
observation was that centuries of oppression meant that there were spirit
injuries to all parties—injuries inflicted by slavery, male supremacy,
conquest, colonialism, exclusion, and other forms of dehumanizing racial
and cultural oppression in the United States. Examining these injuries
revealed the comon central violation of human dignity at their root: the
denial of the basic human need for recognition and validation and the denial
of opportunities for greater human development.
These observations, combined with my study of political sociology, led
me to the premise that there is a dialectical historical struggle posed by
racial and cultural oppression in Western societies and their colonies around
the globe. This is a struggle through which the experience of such
oppressions, the various theses of categorical inhumanity, is inevitably
leading to the development of the antithesis—a categorical, universal
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humanity. As law is the medium through which philosophical perspectives
become real in the world, I understood the centrality of American law in the
ongoing human freedom and humanity-reconstruction movements and the
need, therefore, to develop a philosophical approach to law that would
facilitate the work of these movements. Humanity consciousness represents
such a philosophical approach.
Humanity consciousness is aimed at generating U.S. law and public
policy designed to eradicate, neutralize, or minimize the effects of all of the
traditional forms of disadvantage or oppression that contradict the idea of
universal humanity. It assumes that the perspective of those who are
traditionally disadvantaged is the central starting point, and it demands deep
reconsideration of the legal rules that enable ongoing dehumanization. For
example, the theory of the human being—the precise notion of the “human”
subject of the law and the object of the law’s protection—is elaborated upon
to include both physical and spiritual components, and it inevitably
becomes the foreground under a humanity consciousness approach. The
theory of compensable injury is also scrutinized and expanded to include
aspects of racial injuries that are not merely economic and psychological,
but also spiritual. Once the nature of humanity and the nature of injury are
fully seen, the full extent of the harmful effects of unjust law can be
appreciated, and ethical evaluation leading to transformative action must
result.
Humanity consciousness demands more than a transformed
consciousness regarding the nature of race, racial injury, and humankind.
Humanity consciousness demands a commitment to take steps aimed at
transformation toward liberation. To the extent the conclusions it suggests
are at odds with prevailing law and public policy, humanity consciousness
takes as its moral obligation the continual stand against such law as
intolerably unjust.
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Thus, humanity consciousness as a jurisprudential project contemplates
the development of both theory and method. The humanity consciousness
method embodies four key aspects:
1. A perspectival aspect, i.e., a commitment to seeing both the
oneness of all humankind and the genuine dignity or sacral
quality of the human being, and the various ways in which it
suffers violation
2. An affective aspect, i.e., a commitment to open-hearted
vulnerability in reckoning with all assaults on genuine,
universal dignity, and feeling our way toward a compassionate
response
3. An ethical aspect, i.e., a commitment to making and defending
ethical judgments against violations of human dignity and in
favor of the promotion of mutual validation and respect
4. A conscious-praxis aspect, i.e., a commitment to consciousness
in action for the purpose of uplifting the world, starting with the
concrete communities in our midst34
These four aspects are the touchstones of humanity consciousness
jurisprudence and methodology.
Humanity consciousness is not, then, a perspective or approach to be
arrived at easily or embraced glibly. It is a fundamental personal and
philosophical reorientation that originates from a deep consideration of the
nature of the human—both human being and human suffering. Humanity
consciousness inevitably leads to theoretical and practical elaborations that
hold important potential for liberal legal jurisprudence and for the world in
which it operates. Through the lens of humanity consciousness, law and
public policy may be analyzed and critiqued, and more just and spiritually
uplifting results may be pursued.35
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B. What Is Liberation Theology and What Are the Similarities Between
Humanity Consciousness and Liberation Theology?
Liberation theology arose at various points around the globe in the midto late twentieth century as a product of direct engagement with the
conditions of the oppressed.36 Although developed as interpretations of
religious texts in a much more literal sense, the theologies of liberation
approach the relationship between human liberty and social justice work in
ways that share much with humanity consciousness. Hence, and especially
for those generally comfortable with an institutional religious connection,
liberation theology may also serve as inspiration for those working on
alternative progressive (but spiritually informed) jurisprudence.37 It
similarly merits close examination by those seeking to achieve social justice
through law.
Although there are many different schools of thought within what has
been called liberation theology,38 the key theme is that of liberating the
human being. “The common point of departure of all the various tendencies
with the one theology of liberation is ethical indignation at the misery of
social reality, and the demand for a process of liberation that will overcome
this contradiction.”39 Liberation refers both to freedom from oppression
and to freedom to become, that is, “liberation from all the forms of
bondage,” and “liberation for progressive growth in being.”40 The method
of liberation theology has been described as follows:
1. Seeing (analysis of reality)
2. Judging (judgment in the light of faith)
3. Acting (determination of routes of pastoral action)41
The objective of “liberation” includes not only religious aspects but also,
and quite importantly for social justice theorists, socioeconomic and
cultural dimensions.42 Thus, much of the work has focused on undoing
patterns of class-based oppression. In terms of epistemology, perhaps most
significantly, liberation theology takes as its starting point the experience
and expressions of the oppressed people themselves and sees them as the
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primary agents of change; it is therefore committed to participating with the
oppressed in doing social change work.43 As Cornel West observed,
“liberation theology at its best is a world theology—a theology that not only
opens our eyes to the social misery of the world, but also teaches us better
to understand and transform it.”44
In the United States, the most dominant strain of liberation theology is
black liberation theology.45 The approach has its roots in the work of
Martin Luther King Jr. and James Cone, a preeminent black theologian and
scholar.46 Cone emphasized the importance of the experience of the
oppressed in our society as a source for the theology of the oppressed.47
And West’s philosophic approach of prophetic pragmatism—based in part
on the teachings of Cone—embraces a black Christian tradition as a defense
against the nihilistic tendencies inherent in contemporary human life. This
tradition is a fortification in the struggle against the forces of evil in the
world with which pragmatism and other liberal philosophies contend.48
As suggested by the reference to King, black liberation theology is not
merely the subject of academic dispensation among Christocentric black
intellectuals, though the disconnect between churches and scholars in this
area has not escaped comment.49 To the contrary, black liberation theology
has become associated with the approaches of some of the most progressive
active theologians in America today.50 The Reverend Cecil Williams,
pastor of the Glide Memorial United Methodist church in San Francisco, is
one of the more well-known and progressive examples. An activist and
leader in the civil rights movement in San Francisco since 1964,51 Cecil (the
name he prefers to be called by all) sometimes explicitly uses the language
of liberation theology to describe the social justice movement propelled by
his powerhouse church in San Francisco’s most depressed neighborhood,
the Tenderloin.52 The professed church policy is one of complete
acceptance and unconditional love—as a matter of fact, everyone is always
welcome.53 Glide exemplifies a diverse community of people from all
walks of life committed to caring for those in greatest need.54 Cecil has
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done all of this while embracing a particular interpretation of liberation
theology.55
What is the essence of the Glide version of liberation theology?
Unconditional love, active compassion in response to the suffering of all
kind, and a commitment to social justice—meeting people’s most basic
needs in concrete ways. For example, in a 2004 sermon, Cecil recounted
that when asked if he was a Christian, he responded, “I love everybody!”
and “I fight for justice anywhere I find injustice, and for anyone!”56 That is
Cecil’s liberation theology and its activist orientation. He has built a social
institution that for forty years has served to redress the basic needs of the
poor and dispossessed of all races, ethnicities, and religions in San
Francisco.57 In short, as exemplified by the work at Glide, liberation
theology’s central mission includes engagement with the poor and
oppressed, commitment to understanding the needs and circumstances of
the oppressed from their perspective, and resolve to free both the oppressed
and the oppressor from bondage to allow for their mutual development into
full humanity.58
The similarities between humanity consciousness and the core principles
of liberation theology are apparent. Liberation theology and humanity
consciousness share an existential grounding in the full range of the human
experience of oppression, including its spiritual aspects. Both perspectives
see the interconnectedness of all human beings, and certainly the
interconnectedness between those who would be considered “oppressed”
and those who would seek to assist them. Both perspectives encourage an
unflinching reckoning with the reality presented by the sociohistorical
circumstances in which we find ourselves. Both perspectives call upon us
to evaluate what needs to be done when we find injustice, and to take
action. And both perspectives aim to reach out to people directly, whoever
and wherever they are, in the communities and institutions in which we live.
Perhaps the main difference between the two approaches is the most
obvious: humanity consciousness does not purport to espouse or speak from
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any particular religious tradition. Instead, it rests on a view of the human
community as capable of making personal and uniquely human
commitments to seeing the interconnected common humanity we all share,
and to recognizing our deep kinship across time and geographic space.
Humanity consciousness involves a commitment to acting in ways
consistent with this vision, regardless of religion, culture, geography,
gender, or other affiliations that might otherwise suggest divisions among
us. And it has already specifically taken up the challenge of reinterpreting
liberal legal jurisprudence in light of these humanity-centered aims.
C. How Might Humanity Consciousness and Liberation Theology Serve as
Guides Toward a Post-Subordinationist Jurisprudence?
As suggested above, liberation theology and humanity consciousness
should be directly involved in the analysis of legal doctrine and public
policy, both domestically and internationally. We can appeal to the
principles of these doctrines when evaluating the justice of legal and
political authority at every level. We can use these notions to infuse our
civic, political, and legal institutions with a greater respect for humanity, a
critical economic consciousness, and a commitment to support the creation
of global democratic principles and practices that give traditionally
marginalized populations a voice in global affairs.
The United States’ policy toward Iraq in the post-9/11 era is a case in
point. The war in Iraq signals the the United States’ adherence to a wholly
outdated set of foreign policies, conflict strategies, and militaristic
approaches to the challenges presented by cultural, religious, economic, and
racial conflict in a wildly diverse—and yet more and more obviously
interconnected—world. It represents a violent return to the imperialist and
colonizing practices of an era that we once hoped had gone by. As voices
from the oppressed sectors of the world’s population have argued for
centuries—Frederick Douglass, Sojourner Truth, W. E. B. Du Bois, Frantz
Fanon, Paulo Freire, C. L. R. James, and on and on59—we must make a
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radical break from the multiple hegemonies of the past, those that have now
led directly to the unseemly surrealism of American boots in Baghdad. We
must intensify this work of forging commitments to new ways of seeing and
being in the world and in the law—recognizing that more progressive
approaches to jurisprudence have central roles to play.
Professor Robert Cover argued that the interpretation and creation of law
and legal meaning depends, in significant part, on commitment.60 Cover
argued that the sources of our commitments are our nomos—our normative
universes—and that legal meaning is created “when someone accepts the
demands of interpretation and, through personal acts of commitment,
affirms the position taken.”61 Cover invited us to “stop circumscribing”
normative universes, and to “invite new worlds.”62 Many people in the
critical legal studies and critical race theory community were inspired by
Cover’s invocation. This is owed, in part, to that community’s embrace of
narrative as an epistemological and phenomenological force that has
tremendous potential to integrate legal scholarship and rule making with the
everyday lives of people who are most affected.63
Our dominant law and policy have not adopted these perspectives. For
example, as a leading participant in the international human rights
community, the United States has been rather infamously reluctant to invite
new worlds—and new worldviews—to the table upon which legal norms,
rules, and meanings are put forth and negotiated into reality.64 Indeed, the
West’s present violent engagement with the Islamic world may be viewed
as a response to an unwanted visitation of a new worldview in our midst.
The 9/11 attack by Al Qaeda and the Iraq war, allegedly waged in response
thereto, have led us all to become somewhat more familiar with the Islamic
world in general and with the fundamentalist views of some Muslims in
particular. A world once relegated to the margins of U.S. concern has
suddenly become central. In that sense, violence has achieved what a
deeper human engagement with the people of that region of the world had
not. And yet, to this day, we still know appallingly little about the people
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of Iraq, the hearts and minds of whom our own Generation Y’ers are failing,
from behind their M16s, to win.
The time has come to apply a new set of principles to evaluations of our
foreign policy and the law legitimizing it. We must see the war in Iraq as
part of the larger dialectical struggle between the oppressed and the
oppressive forces, a struggle aimed at reasserting the priority of human
freedom. Thus, the West’s contemporary encounter with the fundamentalist
Islamic world has a role to play in the liberation of the oppressed here and
abroad. Both liberation theology and humanity consciousness provide
much needed philosophical guidance to a better understanding of that role.
From the perspective of liberation theology, the West’s encounter with
the Muslim world in the post-9/11 era is a challenge to the West to invite
new worlds and, in particular, to engage in deeper conversations with our
brothers and sisters in the Middle East. It is a call to listen more closely to
the testimonies of people in the Middle East concerning the failures of
international human rights law and norms. It is a call upon us to see and
understand those failures from the perspective of oppressed people
themselves, as a prerequisite for evaluating or judging the ethical or moral
positions in tension, and taking responsive action. And it is a call for
alternatives to violence as a means of resolving the difficult challenges of
intercultural interaction and its inevitable conflicts.

IV. A PRELIMINARY APPLICATION: RECONSIDERING OUR
COMMITMENT TO HUMANITY, STARTING AT HOME
Liberation theology demands engagement with the oppressed—whether
in our own communities, across town, across the country, or on the other
side of the globe. Such engagement dictates the course of action to hasten
complete liberation. Similarly, humanity consciousness involves dialogical
community-centered engagement with oppressed people to discern their
needs. We must identify with the oppressed, feeling our way to a
compassionate response and ethical judgments against violations of human
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dignity, and act for the purpose of uplifting the world. Considered
thoughtfully, either liberation theology or humanity consciousness counsel a
reversal of course in our policies toward Iraq, moving away from violence
and war and toward dialogue and peace.
A. Curing the Deaf Ear of the United Sates: Hearing the Oppressed of the
Middle East
In recent years, the United States government has generally been
reluctant to hear and see oppressed people both at home and abroad,
especially with regard to basic human rights and the protection of universal
human dignity. This reluctance was dramatically demonstrated to the world
at the World Conference Against Racism in Durban, South Africa, in
September 2001. Held the week before the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the
conference was intended to bring together the leaders of the world in an
effort to address the problems of racism, xenophobia, and ethnocentrism—
problems common to nations across the globe.65 The United States might
have used this event to demonstrate a commitment to the eradication of the
vestiges of racism and xenophobia, an objective to which this country has
ostensibly been committed since at least the civil rights legislation of the
1960s. Instead, the United States chose to resist participation in the
conference because the Palestinian and Arab delegations had the temerity to
hold to their deeply held conviction that the Israeli occupation of Palestinian
territory, and its treatment of Palestinians, effectively amounted to racism.66
It is hard to convey adequately the sense of unspoken contempt with which
conference participants from around the world gazed upon Americans
present at the conference in the wake of that deeply counterproductive,
disengaging, dismissive, and disrespectful conduct—demonstrated by the
official representatives of the United States for all the world to see.67
The United States’ isolationist attitude toward the community of
nations—which provides the basis for international law—was also evident
in the run-up to the war in Iraq. Many in the world community believe,
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with good reason, that the U.S.-initiated war violated international law.68 It
should go without saying that our policy toward Iraq should be guided by
applicable international laws—old and new agreements among the people
of the world for application in times of war and humanitarian crises. It
should likewise go without saying that in the application of international
laws, the perspectives of those most affected should be closely considered.
These perspectives lend philosophic support to the calls around the world
for the creation of more effective transnational or supranational structures of
government, for the establishment of either true world democracy or new
forms of democracy within our present systems and structures.69
As a result of these issues, particularly the West’s encounter with the
people of the Middle East and Iraq, we are called upon to listen more deeply
to the claims of injustice of the people of the Middle East. Underlying the
Middle Easterners’ dissatisfaction with the West (particularly the United
States) is a sense that the United States has treated these rightly proud and
historically distinguished people with disrespect for too long.70 Indeed,
documents confirm that from as far back as World War II, Middle
Easterners were derided by official representatives of the West as “sand
niggers” not worthy of the respect that typically would be accorded whites
or Europeans.71 This should not be surprising, given the extent to which
structural racism in the West—that is, an institutionalized hierarchy of the
value and worth of human life—continues to privilege whiteness and
Western culture vis-a-vis others.72 In light of these long-standing
tendencies to discount Middle Eastern people, the value of their lives, and
their political concerns, should we not be particularly concerned about the
justice of our policies regarding Iraq?
Using liberation theology and humanity conciousness to analyze the Iraq
war and the postwar reconstruction provides important and invaluable
insights. As the following two sections indicate, the available evidence
indicates fairly conclusively that the voices of the people of Iraq largely
have not been considered in the formulation of policies governing the war
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and the failure of international diplomacy and legal order that it arguably
represents.
1. Listening to the Bottom: Filtered Iraqi Voices
In September 2004, an essentially right-leaning, mainstream
organization, the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS),
issued a report regarding a study that it had conducted of Iraqi views on the
postwar reconstruction. 73 In this resport, which was commissioned by the
Bush Administration, the CSIS noted the failure to listen to the bottom and
to take the perspective of the people of Iraq into greater account: “The Iraqi
voice has been a key missing ingredient in most discussions and
assessments of Iraq’s reconstruction.”74 Based on interviews with close to
four hundred Iraqis over the past six months,75 the authors of the CSIS
report conclude the following:
• “Security concerns continue to be the dominant issue,” and that
“Iraqis have little confidence in U.S. and other international
forces.”76
• Iraqis’ views about governance and civic participation in postwar
Iraq are “largely a negative picture.”77
• “Iraqis currently have a negative view of job availability, and those
who choose to work for foreign companies or in Iraq’s security
forces face serious security risks.”78
• Iraqis remain unhappy with the level of government services they
are receiving. Most notably, there is insufficient electric power,
even in the major cities of Fallujah and Mosul, and “[s]ewage
systems are worse than they were under Saddam, causing spillover
health and environmental problems.”79
• Although there was an initial positive response to educational and
health care initiatives, Iraqis are presently frustrated with the
apparent “lack of longer-term, sustainable efforts in the education
sector. . . . Iraqi children continue to drop out of school at high
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rates in order to work and help supplement family income.”
Health care has suffered “due to Iraq’s security problems and
inadequate basic services,” and “the lack of a functioning sewage
system has led to an increase in water-borne diseases.”80
The report further concludes that “Iraq will not be a ‘success’ for a long
time,”81 and that there is a “gap between U.S. descriptions of successes in
Iraq and Iraqis’ perceptions.”82 The report goes on to state the following:
With the possible exception of the Kurds, Iraqis generally dislike
the continued presence of the U.S.-led military forces in their
country; many consider the occupation to be ongoing despite the
June 28 handover of sovereignty. The sentiment is caused by the
mere fact of occupation, rather than by the particular qualities and
experiences of this occupation—such as atrocities at Abu Ghraib
prison, civilian deaths, or cultural insensitivity—although those
factors certainly exacerbate it. As such, the United States should
expect continuing resentment and disaffection even if the U.S.-led
reconstruction efforts seems to be making positive, incremental
improvements to the country. . . .83
The report continues:
Put simply, Iraqi pride in national sovereignty is a more deeplyrooted sentiment than the United States anticipated. . . . It is highly
likely that the single unifying theme espoused by Iraq’s politicians
will be to invite the United States to leave Iraq once there is an
elected Iraqi government in place.84
2. Listening to the Bottom: Unfiltered Iraqi Voices
While the CSIS study discussed above provides a summary of some Iraqi
voices, liberation theology and humanity consciousness require us to push
beyond summaries and to engage directly with the oppressed people. The
best method for doing this would be to spend time in the Iraqi communities
affected by the war talking with, but especially listening to, the people. In
lieu of such direct engagement, what follows are a few of the unedited
voices of Iraqis themselves. These quotes provide rare indications of the
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point of view of the oppressed in Iraq—those bearing the brunt of the
consequences of the U.S.-led war and reconstruction.
I don’t feel safe at home because of constant explosions and random
attacks. And on the streets, I feel an explosive will go off at any moment.
– 20-year-old woman, Baghdad
This country will never be stable. I wish we could return to the 1960s when
I could walk in the middle of the night along the Tigris in the middle of the
city.
– 60-year-old male, Al-Kut
It may seem okay in Kurdistan right now, but deep down, we don’t feel
secure.
– 26-year-old-male-university student, Erbil
The sewage system has gone to the dogs, even in the most prestigious areas
in Mosul, including some main streets near the university.
– 37-year-old shop owner, Mosul
Other testimonials are found in the reports of reputable journalists. For
example, consider the following reports of Pulitzer Prize-winning
Washington Post reporter Anthony Shadid:
[T]hey waited for the bombs. “It’s terrible,” the mother said, as
the minutes passed. “We really suffer, and I don’t know why we
should live like this.” Her daughter nodded. “I get so scared, I
shake,” she said. “I’m afraid the house is going to collapse on my
head.”. . . “We’re in a dark tunnel, and we don’t see the light at the
end of it,” the daughter-in-law said.
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And despite the generally reported successes of the January 2005
elections, fear continues to plague members of the population, especially
the minority Sunnis:
“I’m afraid to go outside, I’m afraid to drive in my car. I’m afraid
of the American army. They shoot randomly. I’m afraid of the
Iraqi army. They shoot randomly, too….The police insult the
people, and they don’t show us any respect.”85
Dealing as they do with physical security, the most basic level of human
need, these quotes attest to the level of trauma still being experienced by
Iraqis in the wake of the war and reconstruction efforts to date. The fact
that such indigenous perspectives have been largely ignored should be
troubling to those of us committed to social justice for all.
The Bush administration has masterfully used language such as
“freedom” and “liberation” as rhetorical devices to garner domestic support
for the war effort. But there are many different meanings that we might
attach to these concepts, each of which would have very different
consequences. What sort of freedom or liberation is really being pursued by
our present policies and interpretations of applicable law? Both liberation
theology and humanity consciousness insist upon a deeper engagement with
the Iraqi people’s perspectives before determining the ethical course of
action to take in support of their supposed liberation. And the definitions of
liberation employed by liberation theologists focus on the work of raising
human consciousness for the purpose of transforming the socio-economic
conditions that lead to the alienation and sense of unlovedness experienced
by much of humankind. Thus, we must become politically engaged around
a reexamination of the meanings of freedom and liberation under the Bush
administration’s policies. The alternative traditions discussed herein should
assist us in that work.
Again, liberation theology and humanity consciousness are not the only
alternative approaches to law that understand how critical it is to ascertain
and respect the perspectives of Iraqis, and to demand practical engagement,
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or praxis, aimed at true liberation. Unlike other progressive critical
theories, however, these two perspectives advocate an unambiguous
commitment to a moral struggle on behalf of the oppressed and insist on the
imperative of such a struggle in both material and spiritual terms.
Liberation theology and humanity consciousness share a relentless
commitment to the whole being of oppressed people, a commitment to
respectful engagement with troubled communities working toward that
freedom, and an embrace of the spirituo-existential aspects of the human
condition as being essential to the freedom agenda. Both approaches
resonate with the black Christian tradition that brought Martin Luther King
Jr. and his followers into engagement with the people’s struggles.86 History
shows that these approaches have the potential to involve people in the
struggle for change in ways that morally ambivalent rhetoric cannot. The
inspiration of these messages of injustice against the universal love of
humankind, and the method of direct engagement with the people most
directly affected, should be brought to bear on the concrete liberation work
to be done in Iraq as well.
B. The Need for a Broader Commitment to Human Rights
The brief summary above of Iraqi views on the postwar reconstruction
underscores the centrality of several key elements that Iraqis see as indicia
of freedom:
1. Personal physical security in their communities
2. Sovereignty over their affairs
3. Availability of basic services (sewage, clean water, health
care)87
These basic necessities, in addition to others, are critical in order for
Iraqis to feel a sense of well-being and freedom right now. Unfortunately,
the recent survey data indicates that at present, they are largely deprived of
these elements. Thus, to this extent, the Iraqi people are not free. Add to
this the number of Iraqi civilians killed in the process of this essentially
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unjustified war and the atrocities that continue to occur in places such as
Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo Bay,88 and we cannot but be convinced that
our policies in Iraq lack a basic commitment to fundamental human rights.
We cannot but be concerned that the most salient commitment appears to be
to the purchase and the sale of Iraq in the service of the larger global
capitalist agenda.89
As indicated above, liberation theology emphasizes the need for a critical
analytical response to the suffering of others. As with critical legal theory
generally, progressive economic critiques—including Marxist critiques—
are often identified with the tradition.90 Thus, a liberation-focused response
to the U.S. policy in Iraq must seriously analyze the global economics of the
war and its aftermath, and seek to intervene in ways that disrupt
economically based oppression, subjugation, and exploitation at their roots.
Professor Cover noted the centrality of commitment to the process by
which law is made and by which law is given legal and social meaning in
real people’s lives.91 The preliminary data in this article suggests that our
policy in Iraq lacks a commitment to basic human rights. The ready resort
to war, the imperilment of the Iraqi people, the destruction of their country,
the incidents at Abu Ghraib, and the torturous interrogation tactics
employed in pursuit of the war on terror all point to the same conclusion.
This is simply an internationalization of our basic lack of commitment to
human rights—and to the full and universal respect for the human being—
here at home. Professor Charles Black states a similar view in his final, and
perhaps most important, work.92 Professor Black notes that “law is
reasoning from commitment.”93 He presents a persuasive argument that the
U.S. Constitution—as interpreted to date—provides inadequate support for,
or commitment to, basic human rights.94 Professor Black ties that failure to
the law’s development during a period of official commitment to white
supremacy and economic exploitation, focusing on slavery as the culprit.95
And while slavery is incredibly important in this, the law’s commitment to
white supremacy—in service of a racialized economic hegemony—plays
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out through racist policies toward all peoples of color. Historically, these
racist policies have included the genocidal policies toward Native
Americans; the conquest of Mexican Americans; the colonial—or
territorial—oppression of Puerto Ricans and Filipinos; the deep
commitment to law, policies, and practices of exclusion toward Asian
Americans; and so on.
Any careful consideration of American legal history—and especially, any
consideration of the intersection of law and the variously racialized
minority groups in America—confirms that a deep American tradition of
cultural chauvinism and white supremacy in the service of an economic
agenda helps explain our country’s failure to embrace more fully universal
principles of human rights that many other countries have found
increasingly central in the post-World War II era.96 It explains why the first
response to the violence of the 9/11 coordinated suicide attack was more
and more violence. The principles of universal respect for human rights and
human dignity that have found their way into the normative universe and
interpretive rationales of the constitutional discourses in countries such as
Germany and Canada97 have failed to have much sway here at home. The
war-centric policies of our present administration are but one illustration of
this.
C. Developing Liberation Jurisprudence
To address our human rights failures abroad effectively, we must begin at
home. We need to surface the broad commitment to human dignity that
underpins our constitutional promises, promises that date back to the postCivil War Reconstruction Amendments and the pre-Constitutional
commitments to human freedom expressed in the Declaration of
Independence. These commitments to human freedom and development are
echoed in the Preamble of the Constitution in the enduring call to a
government formed by and for that ever-widening group embodied by the
powerful phrase “We, the People.” We must insist on a more salient
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embrace of the principles of human dignity and guarantees of basic human
rights in our Constitution.
Such a commitment to fundamental human rights would provide greater
constitutional support for our efforts to push the multiracial, fully antisubordinationist agenda that we might call either the “reconstruction
agenda” (after the approach of Martin Luther King Jr., who talked about the
ongoing need to reconstruct all of society in the wake of centuries of slavery
and colonialism),98 or, perhaps in some ways more inclusively, the
“liberation agenda.”
There is a great desire among progressive scholars and activists to talk
more about how to take action to address the ways that law contributes to
the conditions that continue to plague people around the block and around
the globe, and to reexamine and redress how the law “hurts people and ruins
children.”99 Liberation theology has long offered a religious model for
doing that kind of work. Humanity consciousness offers a nonreligious
approach grounded in the universal human spirit, one that is poised to go
where liberation theology could not. But for the confusion that might flow
from adopting a name which so closely resembles liberation theology, the
jurisprudential aspect of the humanity consciousness approach might more
aptly be named “liberation jurisprudence.”
We live in an epic moment that challenges the future development of
human consciousness. The war in Iraq and the broader war on terrorism
present clarion calls to each of us to shore up our individual commitments
to humankind and to universal human rights, and to practice unconditional,
politically coordinated love. Doing this domestically is the first and critical
step toward a greater commitment to human rights abroad. A liberation
agenda, supported by humanity consciousness and a liberation
jurisprudence, should be our guide. Let us work together on elaborating
each.
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V. CONCLUSION
In 1967, the year of my birth and the year before his death, Martin Luther
King Jr. gave his final, and some have said most radical, presentation at the
annual meeting of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.100 The
theme of the conference, which King took as the theme of his address, was
“Where Do We Go From Here?” After settling on that phrase as part of the
subtitle for this paper, I came across King’s address. The prophetic nature
of his words and their relevance to the thesis of this work could not be more
obvious.
King’s first prescription in that address is the one at the center of the
project described in this article: “First, we must massively assert our
dignity and worth.”101 King went on to describe the connection between
racism, economic exploitation, and war, all of which he viewed as assaults
on the dignity of the human being.102 Like Gandhi before him, he
ultimately gave his life for the cause of uplifting all humankind, here and
abroad, and for the cause of finding a better way through law.
The time has come for us to commit to the universal uplift of humankind
and to listen to silenced narratives. It is time not only to invite new worlds,
but to commit to doing the work necessary to make them real in this one.
We must find creative and mundane ways to enlist the rhetoric and power of
the law in the service of this quiet revolution. We must discover the
courage to do this with an unmovable love. Let liberation theology or
humanity consciousness be your guide. Let your heart, the moon, the look
on the face of a child, or nothing at all be a guide. Only see, feel, judge, and
act to bring about domestic and international law and policy reflective of a
true jurisprudence of human liberation. Now.
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I want to say to you as I move to my conclusion, as we talk about “Where do
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